Physical vacuum is a special superfluid medium populated by enormous amount of virtual particleantiparticle pairs. Its motion is described by the modified Navier-Stokes equation: (a) the pressure gradient divided by the mass density is replaced by the gradient from the quantum potential; (b) time-averaged the viscosity vanishes, but its variance is not zero. Vortex structures arising in this medium show infinitely long lifetime owing to zero average viscosity. The nonzero variance is conditioned by exchanging the vortex energy with zero-point vacuum fluctuations. The vortex has a non-zero core where the orbital speed vanishes. The speed reaches a maximal value on the core wall and further it decreases monotonically. The vortex trembles around some average value and possesses by infinite life time. The vortex ball resulting from topological transformation of the vortex ring is considered as a model of a particle with spin. Anomalous magnetic moment of electron is computed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Navier-Stokes equation possesses by a rich set of solutions describing motions of fluids ranging from simple irrotational forms up to complicated vortex dynamics. Thanks to the minor modification of this equation one may get the equation which describes a motion of a special superfluid medium -the physical vacuum populated by enormous amount of virtual particleantiparticle pairs.
The modified Navier-Stokes equation has been described in the previous article [13] and it has the following view
(1) It is accompanied by the continuity equation
Here ρ M = mN/∆V = mρ is a mass density of the fluid in the volume ∆V populated by N particles, each has the mass m. The term Q is the quantum potential and F /N is an external force per particle. We believe, this force is conservative. The kinetic viscosity of the fluid, ν(t), is a * Electronic address: valery.sbitnev@gmail.com fluctuating function of the time with the expectation equal to zero. The velocity v is represented consisting of two components [7] :
irrotational, v S , and solenoidal, v R . Here subscripts S and R point to existence of scalar and vector (rotatory) potentials underlying emergence of these velocities. These velocities relate to vortex-free and vortex motions of the fluid medium, respectively. Scalar and vector fields underlie of manifestation of these two types of velocities. They satisfy the following equations
Here the vector ω is called the vorticity. This vector is oriented perpendicularly to the plane of rotation according to the right hand rule, Fig. 1 . Here we shall study the vortex dynamics.
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The article is organized by the following manner. Sec. II gives a general presentation of the vortex dynamics. Sec. III describes a topological transformation of the helicoidal vortex ring to the vortex ball (bubble). Here we discuss existence of different flows on surface of the ball. In Sec. IV we propose the vortex ball as a possible model of the spin 1/2 particle. We compute also the anomalous magnetic moment of electron. Sec. V gives concluding remarks.
II. VORTEX DYNAMICS
By multiplying Eq. (1) by the operator curl from the left we obtain the equation for the vorticity
The rightmost term describes dissipation of the energy stored in the vortex. As a result, the vortex with the lapse of time should disappear. By omitting this rightmost term (ν = 0) we open the action of the Helmholtz theorem [8] : (i) if fluid particles form, in any moment of the time, a vortex line, then the same particles support the vortex line both in the past and in the future; (ii) ensemble of the vortex lines traced through a closed contour forms a vortex tube; (iii) intensity of the vortex tube is constant along its length and does not change in time. The vortex tube (a) either goes to infinity by both endings;
(b) these endings lean on boundary walls containing the fluid; or (c) these endings are locked to each on other forming a vortex ring. Assuming that the fluid is a physical vacuum, which meets the requirements specified in [13] , we must say that the viscosity vanishes. In that case, the vorticity ω is concentrated in the center of the vortex, i.e., in the point. Its mathematical representation is δ-function. This singularity can be a source of possible divergences of computations in further.
We shall not remove the viscosity. Instead of that, we hypothesize that the viscosity fluctuates around zero. Its expectation is zero. These fluctuations represent, in fact, exchanging of the stored energy in the vortex with the zero-point vacuum oscillations. The vortex does not disappear completely but it may live so long as possible. In other words, the vortex is a long-lived object.
Here we shall consider a simple model of such a picture. Let us look on the vortex tube in its cross-section which is oriented along the z-axis and its center is placed in the coordinate origin of the plane (x, y). Eq. (5), written down in the cross-section of the vortex, looks as follows
A general solution of this equation has the following view
Here Γ is the integration constant having dimension [length 2 /time] and the denominator Σ(ν, t, σ) has a view
Here σ is an arbitrary constant such that the denominator is always positive. The extra parameter σ comes from the Gaussian vortex cloud [6] with the circulation Γ and the radius σ initially existing. Thanks to this parameter, the vortex is protected from possible catastrophic finalization. If the viscosity does not depend on the time, ν=const and σ = 0, this solution reduces to the Lamb-Oseen vortex solution [19] which decays with the time.
On the other hand, if ν( t ) is an alternating function of time, in average on the time it stays equal to zero, then the vortex will live indefinitely long. Let, for the sake of simplicity, define this function as follows
where Ω is an oscillation frequency. Then the solution (7)- (8) takes the form:
(12) Here an arbitrary dimensionless constant n should be greater then 1, and (ν/Ω) · n = σ The alternating function of time, ν(t), representing the kinematic viscosity describes exchange of the stored energy of the vortex with the zero-point vacuum fluctuations, Fig. 3 . In the average, the viscosity of the fluid medium is equal to zero. It means that this medium is superfluid. Such an example is well known: at transition of helium to the superfluid phase [18] , coherent Cooper pairs of electrons are formed due to the exchanging phonons, which play a role of fluctuations of a background medium.
Qualitative view of the vortex tube in its crosssection is shown in Fig. 4 . Values of the speed v are shown by gray color ranging from light gray (minimal speeds) to dark gray (maximal speeds). In the center of the vortex, the vortex core (socalled "eye of the hurricane" (see in Wikipedia: 'Tropical cyclone')) is well viewed. Here it looks as a small light gray disk, where the speeds have small values. In the very center of the disk, in particular, the speed vanishes. This is in stark contrast to conditions in the region where moving the medium occurs most fast (in Fig. 4 it looks as a dark gray annular region enclosing the light gray inner area). This transition region is named the wall of the core.
To evaluate the radius of the core we need to equate to zero the first derivative by r of Eq. (12) and to find its roots. Among two roots we find the root giving the interested radius [12] r core ≈ 2 a 0 (n + sin(Ω t)) ν Ω
Here a 0 ≈ 1.2564 is a root of the equation ln(2a 0 + 1) − a 0 = 0. One can see that the radius is an oscillating function of time.
As Ω is increased, the core radius decreases. However it grows with increasing n. At that, with n 1 amplitude of the oscillations becomes negligibly small.
The trembling of the vortex radius due to exchange of the stored energy with the zero-point vacuum fluctuations creates, perhaps, additional variations of the pressure in the vacuum leading to the interaction of the vortices in a flow. Observe that pair of interacting vortices having opposite chiralities, forms a quasi-object, like the Cooper pairs which exist due to the interaction by exchanging phonons [18] . 
III. VORTEX RINGS AND VORTEX BALLS
If we roll up the vortex tube in a ring and glue together its opposite ends we obtain a helicoidal vortex ring [16] . Position of points on the vortex ring in the Cartesian coordinate system is given by the following set of equations
The frequency ω 0 is that of rotation about points lying on the center of the tube pointed by arrow c in Fig. 5 . The frequency ω 1 is that of rotation about the center of the torus localized in the origin (x, y, z). Parameter a 0 is the radius of the tube. And b 1 is the radius of the torus -the distance from the origin to the circle pointed by arrow c in Fig. 5 . The phases φ 0 and φ 1 can have different values between 0 to 2π. The torus can be filled by helicoidal rings everywhere densely by choosing different phases within this interval with a small increment.
The helicoidal vortex ring, with the parameters a 0 = 2, b 1 = 3, ω 0 = 12 ω 1 , and φ 0 = φ 1 = 0, is drawn by thick black spiral in Fig 5. It twists itself along the vortex wall dyed in lightgray. The vorticity here has a maximal value on the center of the tube. The velocity of revolution in the vicinity of this center is minimal, vanishes at the center and grows as a distance from the center increases. After reaching of some maximal value on the wall of the vortex core the velocity then begins to decrease. 
A. The vortex balls
Instead of the Hill's spherical vortex where all streamlines do not intersect [17] , we shall consider vortex objects where intersections of the streamlines are allowed. These objects will be named the vortex balls. ( The name "vortex ball" originates from the ball lighting -an astonishing electromagnetic bundle of energy emerging often during thunderstorms).
When the radius b 1 is greater than a 0 , the vortex ring is the torus, Fig. 5 . As soon as b 1 becomes smaller than a 0 the streamlines are penetrating into the inner part of the ring and begin to intersect with themselves. Such an object in the limit b 1 → 0 converges to a sphere wherein the streamlines intersect each other on the sphere surface. It is the dipole surface. Let now the radius b 1 in Eq. (14) tends to zero. The helicoidal vortex ring in this case will transform into the vortex ring enveloping a spherical ball with the radius a 0 . Four different vortex rings for four different relationships of ω 0 vs. ω 1 are drawn by thick curves in Fig. 6 .
The arrows 0, 1, 2, etc., in Fig. 6 indicate paths of travel on the loops. Except of the degenerate loop, shown in Fig. 6(a) , all loops begin from the pole (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 4) and after a certain time are returned in the same top pole. At that, the return to the initial orientation of the arrow can occur after several passings through this pole with different orientations of the arrow in this pole. A simple return is shown in Fig. 6(b) . Here the return to the initial orientation occurs after one revolution -through the revolution on 360 degrees. In the case of the double-associated loop, Fig. 6(c) , the return to the initial orientation occurs after two revolutions. After the first revolution the arrow 0 changes its orientation to opposite. It is the arrow 3. After the second revolution the arrow comes to the position 7, which has the same initial orientation as the arrow 0. So, the full revolution is 2 · 360 = 720 degrees. Conditionally speaking, such an alter-nation of the orientations at each revolution on 360 degrees can be expressed by the alternation of opposite colors placed on the color wheel (Wikipedia: 'color wheel') say, green, magenta, green, magenta, etc. Observe that this revolution shows a good agreement with the rotation of a 1/2-spin particle. The return to the initial orientation of the arrow in the case of more complex loops requires multiple passings through the top pole with different orientations of the arrow there. So, in the case of the triple-associated loop the return to the initial orientation occurs after three revolutions, Fig. 6(d) . The full revolution is equal to 3 · 360 = 1080 degrees. Changing orientation at each revolution on 360 degrees can be expressed, conditionally, in alternation of the primary color set: red, green, blue, red, green, blue, etc. In a general, the full return to the initial orientation in the top pole for the case of n-th associated loop can be achieved after the revolution on n·360 degrees.
B. Rotation about the z-axis
Observe that in the case of odd n, the n-th associated loops intersect their own paths at points lying on the equatorial circle. In Figs. 6(b) and 6(d) these points are pointed by arrows c 1 , c 2 , c 3 . It would seem that counter flows in these intersections should lead to destroying the vortex balls. However, sum of these flows will initiate rotation of the ball about the z-axis.
In the case of even number n, these loops do not intersect themselves, as can be seen in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c). However in the case of superposition of several n-th associated loops with different phase shifts φ 0 and φ 1 the intersection is possibly. Such a case of the double-associated loops is shown in Fig. 7 . The two doubleassociated loops drawn by black thick curves envelop the sphere along its surface. These loops are shifted with respect to each other on the phase φ 1 = π/2, therefore their intersection takes place. The first loop (the phase is φ 1 = 0) bypasses the path along the arrows 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 and further again to 1. The second loop (the phase is φ 1 = π/2) bypasses the path along the arrows 1' to 2' to 3' to 4' and further closes on 1'.
It should be noted that the paths are traversed through the poles always with changing orientation of the arrow in the opposite direction. The arrow can take the same orientation only after it does that again, see Fig. 6(c) for the details. By choosing different phases φ 0 and φ 1 from the interval [0, 2π) we can have different streams along both paths by initiating rotation of the ball about the z-axis with an orbital velocity v * . It is equal to sum of two velocities of these counter streams, v + and v − (Fig. 7) . These velocities are result of differentiation of Eq. (14) by t. Let us imagine that a small clot of the matter moves along the loop in the vicinity of the point (x, y, z). Then the velocity components, v x , v y , and v z , are as follows
Intersection points lying on the equatorial circle are points where superpositions of the velocities v + and v − give the summary velocity v * oriented along the equatorial circle, that is, 2v y , 0) . The first velocity, v + , is calculated with the given phases φ 0 = 0, φ 1 = 0, and the second velocity, v − , is calculated with the phases φ 0 = 0, φ 1 = π/2. Infinitesimal shifts along these streamlines have the following values:
Here δt represents the infinitesimal time shift.
The new position
lies on the same circle with the initial point r 0 . The circle lies in the plane perpendicular to the z-axis -the motion occurs around the z-axis. By choosing the loops with other phases φ 0 and φ 1 one can cover the surface of the sphere by the intersection points everywhere densely. In these points sum of the velocities v + and v − gives the summary velocity v * lying in the plane (x, y). All these velocities are oriented in the same direction about the z-axis. So that, the resulting rotation will occur about the z-axis, as shown in Fig. 8 . Note that this self-organizing flow rotates about the z-axis repeating after each revolution on 720 degrees. Figuratively speaking, the vortex ball changes its color at each revolution on 360 degrees (say, green to magenta, magenta to green, etc.). We may imagine the 1/2 spin with installed to its tip a flag which rotates on the surface of 3D sphere in such a manner. The flag, at each revolution on 360 degrees, changes its orientation on opposite. It is picture of the spin rotation in the quaternionic representation [1] .
IV. OBJECT SPIN-1/2 AND THE ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT OF ELECTRON
Let us look on these transformations with perspective of the group SU(2). First we define the angular velocity, Ω as the rate of change of angular displacement of the flag (harpoon-arrow) on the sphere with the radius a 0 :
Now we rewrite Eq. (15) in assumption b 1 → 0, ω 1 = ω 0 /2, and let the phases, φ 0 and φ 1 , be absent (hereinafter, for the sake of simplicity, we shall omit subscript 0). We have:
,
Here (hΩ x ,hΩ y ,hΩ z ) [11] ih
Here the energy coefficients (θ x , θ y , θ z ) stem from (Ω x , Ω y , Ω z ) by multiplying the latter byh. More definitelyhω represents the energy level of the rotation about z-axis. We may continue this consideration by introducing the magnetic field B [10] that acts on the spin-1/2 particle in the following manner θ = µ e ( σ, B ). Here σ is the 3-component operator consisting of 2 × 2 Pauli matrices σ x , σ y , and σ z . Let µ e be in the first approximation, the Bohr magneton
which gives the magnetic moment of the Dirac electron. Here e is the electron charge (it is negative) and m e is its mass. System of units adopted here is SI.
Observe, however, that the electron has the anomalous magnetic moment that slightly differs from the above value. This difference is induced by interaction of the charged particle with the zero-point oscillations of the electromagnetic field [9] . This interaction occurs due to exchange of the particle energy with the zeropoint vacuum fluctuations. As for our case, it is manifested in that the vortex draws into a whirl vacuum fluctuations which can be positioned far away of the vortex core.
Schwinger was first to compute the anomalous magnetic moment in 1947 [14] µ e = µ B (1 + α/2π) ≈ −9.28478137856 × 10 −24 J ·T −1 . (22) He has applied the one-loop correction for calculation of the anomalous magnetic moment as shown in Fig 9. Here α = e 2 /(4π 0h c) is the fine structure constant, 0 is the vacuum permittivity, and c it the light speed. In fact, Schwinger has shown, that the fine structure constant (more definitely, the term α/2π) plays an important role at calculating this moment.
Sommerfield in 1958 has calculated a more exact value of the anomalous magnetic moment [15] , which has the following representation
For comparison, the most accurate value for the electron magnetic moment is as follows µ e = (−9.28476377 ± 0.000 000 23) × 10 −24 J ·T −1 . (This value is given in Wikipedia: 'Electron magnetic moment').
One may guess that the term α/2π shows itself in fractal cascades of the second-order diagrams. We may highlight areas in the second-order diagram, Fig. 9 , where the similar diagrams can be realized. They are drawn by dotted rectangles. A contribution of these diagrams falls with more deep their location. However amount of these diagrams can grow as n!. Such a fractal structure can be reproduced through the continued fraction:
Note that signs in this fraction alternate as follows −, −, +, −, −, +, · · ·, the Bohr magneton has negative sign, see Eq. (21). The calculation of this fraction up to the contribution of the member 1 − 18! α/2π gives the following result µ e ≈ −9.28476339 × 10 −24 J ·T −1 . One may guess, however, that not all terms in this continued fraction can give correct contributions. Sooner or later the term n!α/2π will exceed unit. Fig. 10 shows growth of this term as n increases. We see that at n = 6 the value of n!α/2π reaches almost 1 and further it grows catastrophically. So that n = 6 is the limiting number, higher of which calculated values of the continued fraction (24) lose sense. A value of the continued fraction calculated up to the limiting number n = 6 is as follows µ e ≈ −9.28476377 × 10 −24 J ·T −1 .
V. CONCLUSION
The modified Navier-Stokes equation with the two slightly changed terms [13] -the internal pressure and the viscosity of the superfluid medium, describes a wide spectrum of motions in this medium. The medium represents physical vacuum, consisting of enormous amount of virtual particle-antiparticle pairs. These particleantiparticle pairs constitute the Bose-Einstein condensate which fill all the space.
The internal pressure divided by the density distribution of the particle-antiparticle pairs is the quantum potential. So, the spooky action at the distance is achieved due to the osmotic pressure arising in this superfluid medium at its motion. That fact that the physical vacuum is the superfluid medium, it follows that its viscosity vanishes. We guess that time-averaged the viscosity is zero. But its variance is not zero. It means that there is a regular exchange of energy of a particle with the zero-point vacuum fluctuations.
A particle in question can be a vortex being created from the vacuum medium. More definitely, the particle is the helicoidal vortex ring. (One can guess that the helicoidal vortex rings are similar to strings [20] after reducing them onto the 3D-brane, to our threedimensional space). Topologically the vortex ring can be transformed further to the vortex ball (in some sense it is the vortex bubble) having two poles -up and down. Flows on such an object can pose complicated patterns. It is important to emphasize, that due to viscosity fluctuations near zero, exchange between the vortex and the zero-point vacuum fluctuations takes place. Because of such an exchange, the vortex ball trembles and lives as long as possible. Such a trembling can provide interaction between different vortex objects due to the osmotic pressure arising in the medium. It is analogous to the exchange of phonons between the electrons forming the Cooper pairs in the superfluid helium [18] .
The so-called vortex wall represents a spherical surface of the vortex ball where the vortex flows reach a maximal orbital speed. Below this surface, the orbital speed decreases monotonically up to zero when moving to the center of the ball. As we move from the ball onto infinity the orbital speed decreases monotonically up to zero also. The flows on the vortex walls can pose complicated patterns. An interesting case is when the pattern turns inside out after rotation on 360 degrees and returns to the initial position after repeated rotation on 360 degrees. Conditionally, one may imagine as periodic change of the wall color after each revolution on 360 degrees, say from green to magenta, from magenta to green, etc.
In conclusion we may outline the following resume: the modified Navier-Stokes equation in pair with the continuity equation describes flows of the special superfluid medium [13] in which two flows are identified -irrotational and solenoidal flows. The first flow is conditioned by existence of a scalar field. This field represented by the action S determines mobility of a particle through gradient of this function. Whereas coordinates of the particle can be measured accurate to its probabilistic position, through evaluations of the probability density distribution. These two quantities are represented in the complexvalued wave function which is the solution of the Schrödinger equation. The second flow is the solution of the vorticity equation stemming from the Navier-Stokes equation. This equation can give a set of vortex solutions that evolve against the background of the scalar field. Observe that the vortices are robust long-lived objects which tremble in time.
If we adopt that the vortices, like strings, represent particles, then in the light of the results, outlined in the previous article [13] motion of these particles is in good agreement with de Broglie-Bohm theory [2] [3] [4] . According to this theory the wave function is a pilot wave that guides the vortex along a most optimal path [5] from a source to a detector. The communication can be as follows. The vortex trembles and due to this perturbs virtual particle-antiparticle pairs, inhabiting the superfluid vacuum medium. It leads to forming the constructive and destructive interference induced by a synergistic effect of these pairs. Through the wave function the vortex obtains back information about its state in the space through which it moves.
